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Abstract

We improve error bounds based on VC analysis for classes with sets
of similar classiers. We apply the new error bounds to separating planes
and articial neural networks.
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1 Introduction
Our machine learning framework has the following structure. There is an unknown boolean-valued target function, and there is a distribution over the input
space of the function. For example, the input space could consist of images from
a weather satellite, and the output could be 1 if the image contains a hurricane
and 0 otherwise.
We have a set of in-sample data with inputs drawn according to the input
distribution and outputs determined by the target function. The test example
inputs will also be drawn according to the input distribution. We know the
number of test example inputs, but not the inputs themselves. Our goal is to
nd a classier function with a low error rate on the test inputs. (The error
rate is the fraction of examples for which the classier and the target function
disagree.)
We select a class of classiers without reference to the data. We use the
in-sample data to select a classier from the class, e.g., through training or
data-tting by other means. Vapnik-Chervonenkis analysis 17, 1, 3] provides
probabilistic bounds on the test error of the chosen classier. In this paper, we
improve these bounds for several classes.
In the next section, we derive VC-type bounds. First, we derive a bound for
a single classier chosen without reference to the data. Then we derive a uniform
bound for several classiers. Since we choose our classier with reference to the
data, the single-classier bound does not apply. However, the uniform bound
over the class applies to the trained classier because the class is chosen without
reference to the data, and the trained classier is in the class.
In the following section, we improve the uniform bound for classes with
similar classiers. First, we derive nearly uniform bounds over the class, i.e.,
bounds that allow a limited number of single-classier bound failures. Then,
we show that for pairs of similar classiers, a bound for one classier implies
a slightly looser bound for the other. If every classier has enough similar
classiers, then the nearly uniform bounds imply slightly looser uniform bounds
because the classiers for which the \direct" bound fails are \covered" by at
least one of their neighbors for which the \direct" bound succeeds.
Next, we prove that the new bound applies to the class of separating planes.
We show that the class has suciently similar classiers to improve error bounds.
Also, we extend the result for separating planes to many classes of articial
neural networks.
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2 Uniform Error Bound
We derive a uniform error bound by generalizing the bound at the heart of the
original VC paper 17]. Let d be the number of in-sample examples, and let
d be the number of test examples. Let  represent in-sample error, and let 
represent test error.
We begin with a test error bound for a single classier chosen without reference to the data. For the moment, condition the bound on a given multiset
of n = d + d inputs composing the in-sample and test inputs. Since the inputs
are drawn i.i.d., each partition of the inputs into in-sample and test data is
equally likely. Let w be the number of inputs for which the classier produces
the incorrect output. The probability that the in-sample error is dc is
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Bound by maximizing over w.
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Refer to the bound as B ().
The probabilities are over partitions of the inputs into in-sample and test
examples, so the bound does not apply if the classier is chosen with reference
to the partition represented by our in-sample and test data. This information is
contained in our in-sample data, so the bound is not valid for a trained classier.
Next, we derive a uniform bound over a set of classiers chosen without
reference to the partition. Since the bound is uniform, it applies to the individual
classier chosen by training. Hence, we use a uniform bound as a bound for the
single trained classier.
For a given multiset of n = d + d inputs, let M be the number of classiers
in the set. Let m and m represent the in-sample and test errors of classier
m.
Let U be the set of partitions. Let Fm be the set of partitions for which the
single-classier bound fails for classier m, i.e., for which m  m + . Let jFm j
be the probability mass in Fm , i.e., the probability of single-classier bound
failure for classier m. By (3),
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The probability that at least one single-classier bound fails, jF1  : : :  FM j, is
maximized when F1  : : :  FM are disjoint. In this case,
Prf1  1 + or : : : or M  M +g = jF1 : : :FM j = jF1 j+: : :+jFM j  MB ()
(5)
Hence, for a trained classier selected from the set,
0

0

Prf <  + g  1 ; MB ()
0

This is the VC-type test error bound.

(6)
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3 Improved Uniform Error Bound
3.1 Nearly Uniform Bounds

What is the probability that at least two single-classier bounds fail? The
probability is maximized when each partition in a failure set is in exactly two
failure sets. In this case
jF1  : : :  FM j = 21 (jF1 j + : : : + jFM j)  M2 B ()
(7)
The probability of k or more failures is maximized when each partition in the
failure set is in exactly k failure sets. In this case
(8)
jF  : : :  F j = 1 (jF j + : : : + jF j)  M B ()
M
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3.2 Rates of Disagreement and Error Bounds

Suppose a pair of classiers, g and g& , have no more than r disagreements over
the n = d + d inputs. For a partition, let  be the rate of disagreement over
the in-sample inputs, and let  be the rate of disagreement over the test inputs.
Suppose the single-classier bound holds for g&, i.e., & < & + . Then
& ;  +  < & ;  +  + 
(9)
which implies
 <  + (& ;  ) + ( ; & ) + 
(10)
The dierence in error rates is no greater than the rate of disagreement. So
 <+++
(11)
Let D = min(d d ). Assuming r  D,  +   Dr . (The maximizing case has all
disagreements in the smaller set of inputs.) This implies
0
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0

Hence,

(12)

(13)
& < & +  )  <  + Dr + 
For a given set of n = d + d inputs, suppose each classier in g1  : : :  gM
has at least k ; 1 \neighbors" with r or fewer disagreements. From (8), the
probability of k or more single-classier bound failures is at most Mk B (). Thus,
the probability that each classier has at least one classier g& among itself and
its neighbors with & < & +  is at least 1 ; Mk B (). So
(14)
Prf8m 2 f1 : : : M gjm < m + Dr + g  1 ; M
k B ( )
0
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This bound is uniform over the set of classiers, so it applies to the classier
selected by training. Hence,
Prf <  + Dr + g  1 ; M
k B ()
0

(15)

Compare bounds (6) and (15). Note that (6) is a special (trivial) case of
(15), with k = 1 and r = 0. Bound (15) is strong when k is large and r is
small, i.e., when there are large neighborhoods of classiers with small rates of
disagreement.

3.3 The Bounds in the VC Framework

Now, we extend bound (14) to the full VC framework, with innite sets of
classiers and no conditioning on the inputs. Let G be a class of classiers. For
a given multiset fxg of n inputs, let M (fxg) be the number of distinct output
patterns generated by classiers in the innite set. For each partition of the
inputs into in-sample and test sets, the in-sample and test errors are the same
for all classiers with the same output pattern. For each output pattern, select
a representative classier. Uniform bounding over the representative classiers
is equivalent to uniform bounding over all classiers in the innite set. Hence,
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + r + jfxgg  1 ; M (fxg) B ()
(16)
0
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k

Next, we remove the conditioning of the bound on the multiset fxg, deriving
distribution-free bounds. Assume that the conditions on k and r hold for all
fxg. Let p(fxg) be the p.d.f. of multiset fxg, given by the underlying input
distribution.

Z
r
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + Dr + jfxggp(fxg)dfxg
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + D + g =
x
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(1 ; M (kfxg) B ())p(fxg)dfxg

(18)

Let m(n) = max x M (fxg),i.e., m(n) is the maximum number of distinct output patterns generated by classiers in G. (This number is known as the growth
function 17].)
Z
(19)
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The probability bound is constant with respect to fxg.
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The integral is unity. Hence,
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + Dr + g  1 ; mk(n) B ()
0

(21)

We restate the result as a theorem. Then we state a generalization and a
variation.

Theorem 1 Suppose that for each fxg, for each classier g in G, there are at
least k ; 1 classiers with distinct output patterns that have r or fewer disagreements with g over fxg. Then
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + r + g  1 ; m(n) B ()
0

D

k

(22)

The conditions are violated if there are some fxg for which there are few
output patterns, but the patterns have large rates of disagreement. We can
weaken the conditions to cover these cases. Note that the bounds are uniform
over m(n) classiers that fulll the neighbor condition. If we can create the
proper neighborhoods by adding m(n) ; M (fxg) or fewer classiers, then the
result holds.

Theorem 2 Suppose that for each fxg there is a multiset of m(n) or fewer
output patterns with the following properties. First, the set contains every output
pattern produced by the classiers in G. Second, for each pattern there are at
least k ; 1 other patterns with r or fewer disagreements. Then
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + r + g  1 ; m(n) B ()
(23)
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Alternatively, we could use \central" classiers 4]. In this case, it is not
necessary for every representative classier to have many neighbors. Instead,
we require that a few classiers form an r-disagreement covering of G. We can
uniformly bound the error over the classiers that form the covering by (5),
then use them as g& 's to bound the others by (13).

Theorem 3 Suppose that for each fxg there is a set of S or fewer central

classiers, and each classier in G has r or fewer disagreements with some
central classier. Then
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + r + g  1 ; SB ()
0

D

(24)

The theorems, as stated, are distribution-free. If fxg is specied a priori, i.e.,
the validation and test inputs are known, then the results hold if the conditions
are met for the fxg at hand.
The rst theorem expresses the basic result. The second theorem makes
the result more robust, allowing for instances fxg in which the neighbor bound

8
condition does not hold. We will encounter such instances in the next section,
when we use the second theorem on the class of separating hyperplanes. The
third theorem is quite general. However, the central classiers in its conditions
may be dicult to specify in practice.
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4 Application to Separating Planes

For inputs x 2 Rd , the separating plane classiers are dened as follows:

fwt (x) =



1 wx;t0
0 otherwise

(25)

Separating planes output 1 for all inputs on one side of a hyperplane and output 0 for all inputs on the other side. The growth function m(n) for separating
planes in d dimensions is 6]

 2n
d+1
m(n) = 2 Pd ;n 1 nn >
d+1
i=0 i

(26)

;

Separating planes are a basic classier set. For more information on separating planes, see 6, 5]. Perceptrons 6, 11, 12, 13, 9, 10] are closely related to
separating planes. Multilayer articial neural networks often employ separating
planes in their nal layer. Thus, they can be viewed as rst mapping the input
space into some intermediate space, then applying a separating plane. This idea
is the basis for support vector machines 16].

4.1 Using Theorem 2

To use Theorem 2, we must show that for each fxg there is a multiset of m(n) or
fewer output patterns that includes all output patterns produced by separating
planes and fullls a neighbor condition. We prove a general neighbor condition
{ each output pattern has 2k or more neighbors with k or fewer disagreements
for k < min(D n2 ). Thus, we show
Prf <  + Dk +  8g 2 Gg  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 B ()
0

(27)

We denote output patterns by the set of inputs S0 for which the output is
0. We begin with a one-dimensional input space, then we generalize to higher
dimensions. For simplicity, we rst assume that there are no duplicated inputs
in fxg.
Order the inputs x1  : : :  xn such that x1 < : : : < xn . The output patterns
produced by separating planes are

 fx1g fx1  x2 g : : :  fx1  : : :  xn g fx2  : : :  xn g : : :  fxn 1  xn g fxng (28)
;

Imagine these patterns arranged in order around a circle. Each pattern has one
disagreement with the patterns on either side. Also, each pattern has k disagreements with the patterns k positions away. The patterns within k positions
form a neighborhood of 2k patterns with k or fewer disagreements.
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If two or more inputs share a position, then the separating planes will not
produce the patterns in which S0 includes only a portion of the points that share
a position. Order the inputs such that x1  : : :  xn . Augment the pattern set
to be (28), and the conditions of Theorem 2 are fullled.
For the higher-dimensional case, we once again begin with the assumption
that all inputs are distinct. We reduce the higher-dimensional case to the onedimensional case as follows. For each output pattern that can be produced by
a separating plane, we create a corresponding separating plane from which all
inputs are at distinct distances. To nd neighboring patterns, we translate the
plane along its normal vector, changing the classication of one input at a time.
Given fxg with distinct inputs, let the pattern set in Theorem 2 be the
patterns produced by separating planes. Given a pattern that can be produced
by a separating plane, construct a corresponding plane with all inputs at distinct
distances as follows.
1. Start with any plane that generates the output pattern.
2. If w  x ; t = 0 for any x 2 fxg, assign t = t ; , where  = 12 minx S0 jw 
x ; tj. The plane now has w  x ; t 6= 0 8x 2 fxg, and it produces the
same output pattern.
3. Let
i = min j w  xx ; t j
(29)
2

x x
2f

g

i

for i 2 f1 : : : dg. Note that i is the minimum change in wi that makes
w  x ; t = 0 for some x 2 fxg. Since w  x ; t 6= 0 8x 2 fxg, i > 0.

4. Let

min
j (w  x ;xt) ;; x(w  x ; t) j
(30)
i
xx x with w x t=w x t
i
Note that i is the minimum change in wi that makes two inputs with
previously distinct distances from the plane now have the same distance.
Also, note that i > 0.
5. If no pair of inputs x and x are the same distance from the plane, then
stop. Otherwise, let i be some index for which xi 6= xi . Assign wi = wi +i ,
where i = 21 min(i  i ). Now the pair of inputs have distinct distances.
Repeat steps (3), (4), and (5).

i =

0

0 2f

g
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Order the inputs such that w  x1 ; t < : : : < w  xn ; t. As the parameter t
is varied, the resulting hyperplanes produce patterns (28). By the proof for the
one-dimensional case, the neighborhood conditions are fullled.
If there are duplicated inputs, rst use a largest distinct subset to construct
the neighbor-producing hyperplane as before. Then, treat the duplicated inputs
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as if they have slighlty dierent entries in the rst dimension. When the neighbor
producing hyperplane sweeps through a duplicated input, add the inputs to S0
or remove them one at a time to form dierent output patterns. Order the
duplicates. If w1 > 0 and t is increasing, add the inputs to S0 in order. If t is
decreasing, remove the inputs from S0 in the reverse order. Reverse the ordering
if w1 < 0. If we order the inputs such that w  x1 ; t  : : :  w  xn ; t, and we
order the duplicates as outlined, then patterns (28) are produced.
For this scheme to work, it is necessary that w1 6= 0 in the neighborproducing plane. So if w1 = 0, then assign w1 = 1 , as in step (5) of the
construction procedure. It is also necessary that the output patterns produced
with duplicated inputs are still present in the new scheme. These output patterns are still present { they are produced when the plane is not in contact with
a duplicated input. Finally, it is necessary to show that, under the scheme, no
more than m(n) distinct output patterns are produced by the set of separating
planes. To show this, we will show that all patterns produced by the scheme
are also produced by an arrangement of the inputs { an alternative fxg.
Let xd be the position of duplicate inputs xd1  : : :  xdm in fxg. We will
show that, for some  > 0, all patterns produced by the scheme are produced
by separating planes on

fxg = fxg ; fxd1  : : :  xdm g  fxd1 + m e1  xd2 + 2m e1  : : :  xdm + e1 g (31)
0

where e1 is the vector with rst entry 1 and other entries 0. In other words,
we will show that there is some space extending from xd in the rst dimension
in which duplicate points can be placed along a line segment, and separating
planes will produce the patterns generated by the scheme.
First, consider scheme patterns in which the duplicate inputs have the same
output. These patterns can be produced by a separating plane that does not
contact any input in fxg. (The plane can be produced using steps (1) and (2)
of the construction procedure.) Since the plane does not contact xd , there is
some space between the plane and xd in the direction of the rst dimension.
Next, consider scheme patterns in which duplicate inputs have dierent outputs. Recall that the duplicates enter and leave S0 in a prescribed order. Let
this order correspond to the order of the \duplicates" along the line segment
in fxg . Recall that the scheme produces dierent outputs for duplicates only
when the neighbor-producing plane is in contact with xd .
We prove the result by showing that, for some  > 0, any pattern produced
on fxg ; fxd1 : : :  xdm g by a plane through xd can also be produced by a
plane through xd + e1 . Hence, the scheme patterns can be produced on fxg
by sweeping a plane through positions xd1 + m e1  xd2 + 2m e1  : : :  xdm + e1
without disturbing the classication of other inputs.
The original plane has w  xd ; t = 0. Without loss of generality, assume
0

0

12

w1 < 0. Now we construct the new plane. Assign w = w and t = t ; , where
 = 12 xmin
jw  x ; tj
(32)
S
0

2

0

0

as in step (2) of the construction procedure. Note that  > 0 and that the
output pattern remains the same. Now we nd the  > 0 for which the new
plane contacts xd + e1 .
w  (xd + e1) ; t = 0
(33)
Recall w = w and t = t ; .
(34)
w  (xd + e1) ; (t ; ) = 0
Factor out the original plane.
(w  xd ; t) + w1  +  = 0
(35)
Recall (w  xd ; t) = 0.
(36)
 = ;w
1
Since we assumed w1 < 0,  > 0.
0

0

0

0

4.2 Using Theorem 3

These results can be developed in terms of the central classiers of Theorem 3
as well as in terms of the neighborhoods of Theorem 2. Let P be the set of
patterns S0 produced by the class on fxg. Let Pc be the subset of patterns with
jS0 j mod 2k + 1 = c. Let Pm be a subset with minimum cardinality. The set
of central classiers consists of one classier that generates each pattern in Pm .
Since elements of S0 can be added or removed one at a time, each pattern in P
n) . By
is within k elements of a central classier pattern. Note that jPm j  2mk(+1
Theorem 3,
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + Dk + g  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 B ()
(37)
Suppose we are bounding the test error of a single trained classier in relation to
its training error. If the test inputs are known, then the classiers can be identied by pattern subset. For example, if a classier has jS0 j = m (mod 2k + 1),
then it has the same pattern as a central classier. Since Theorem 3 is based
on uniform bounds over central classiers,
(38)
Prf <  + g  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 B ()
Likewise, for classiers with patterns such that jS0 j = m + c (mod 2k + 1) or
jS0 j = m ; c (mod 2k + 1),
Prf <  + Dc + g  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 B ()
(39)
0

0

0
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5 Analysis
Now we analyze the neighbor bound to nd the disagreement rate k that bounds
the test error with maximum
certainty. To simplify the analysis, we use the
Hoeding bound 7] 2e 21 2 D in place of the partition-based bound B (). (The
Hoeding bound is smooth, and it is often used in VC analysis 15].) We
nd that the best disagreement rate goes to O( 1 ) as the number of examples
increases.
Our bound is
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + Dk + g  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 B ()
(40)
Replace B () by 2e 21 2 D to use the Hoeding bound.
2
(41)
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + Dk + g  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 2e 12  D for  > 0
Replace  by  ; Dk .
2
(42)
Prf8g 2 Gj <  + g  1 ; 2mk (+n)1 2e 12 ( Dk ) D for  > Dk
To nd the optimal disagreement rate k, dierentiate the condence with respect
to k, set the expression equal to 0, and solve.
m(n) 21 ( Dk )2 D ) = 0
@
(43)
@k (1 ; 2k + 1 2e
Note that m(n) is constant with respect to k.
@ ;2 e 12 ( Dk )2 D = 0
(44)
@k 2k + 1
Dierentiate.
2 e 21 ( Dk )2 D 2 ;  + k ] = 0
(45)
2k + 1
2k + 1
D
;

0

;

;

0

;

0

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The expression outside the brackets is positive for k > 0.
2
k
(46)
2k + 1 ;  + D = 0
In the solution,  > Dk , so the k suggested by this analysis can be used in bound
(42). As D ! 1, the solution approaches k = 1 ; 21 .
To see that the solution maximizes condence, note that the solution has
k > 1 ; 12 , since Dk is positive. Evaluate the derivative at k = 1 ; 12 .
1 ( k )2 D k
2
2
D
(47)
2k + 1 e
D]
;

;
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This is positive, so condence increases as we move toward the solution k.
Figures 1 and 2 show the behavior of condence as k varies. The partitionbased bound was used for the gures. In both gures, the optimal k is less than
the value suggested by the analysis based on the Hoeding bound.
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Figure 1: Condence levels for test error bound (40) as the number of disagreements k among neighbors is varied. The bound is applied to separating planes
in 5 dimensions, with  = 0:18, and 1000 examples in each of the training and
test sets.
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in 1 dimension, with  = 0:04, and 5000 examples in each of the training and
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6 Discussion
The bounds for separating planes also apply to multilayer neural networks in
which the nal layer acts as a separating plane over the space determined by
the number of \hidden" units in the previous layer. To derive improved bounds
for these networks, substitute the growth function of the particular architecture
2, 8] for m(n) in bound (40).
It should not be dicult to extend the proof for separating planes to classes
with other separating surfaces that can be continuously rotated and translated.
Future challenges include developing neighbor bounds for other classes and improving the bounds for separating planes. (Cover 5] has results that may be
useful for these purposes.)
Training by gradient descent requires classes with closely related classiers.
This work shows that the dense soup of classiers necessary for learning by
smooth descent on training error is not a disadvantage for generalization {
classes containing sets of similar classiers generalize better than their growth
functions would indicate.
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